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ABSTRACT 

An intellectual history of the quark model prior to February 1964 is pre-

sented. Aspects of this history are best summarized by a parable: 

l1an asked God for a riddle, and God obliged: 

"What is green, hangs from a tree, and sings?" 

This, of course, was a very difficult question. 

So man asked God for the answer, and God replied: 

"A herring!" 

HA herring? But why is it green?" 

"Because I painted it green." 

"But why does it hang from a tree?" 

"Because I put it there. " 
"And why does it sing?tt 

"If it didn't Sing you would have guessed 

it was a herring." 

Copyright @ George Zweig, 1980 
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When Nathan Isgur first asked me to talk about the early history of 

the quark model, I was reluctant. Seventeen years had passed. Even impor

tant events were hard to remember. In addition, the negative reaction of 

the theoretical physics community to this model when I first proposed it 

had left a lingering unpleasant aftertaste. However, after looking over 

my notes and rereading early papers, I was able to reconstruct the spirit 

of that time, the ideas and influences acting on me. This history is worth 

recording. 

The quark model had two independent births. I will describe the one 

I witnessed. Perhaps Murray Gell-Mann will one day illuminate the other. 

The history of the quark model has no clear beginning. One natural 

starting point is the remarkable 1949 paper of Fermi and Yang who discussed 

the possibility that the recently discovered n meson was not an elementary 

particle, but rather a nucleon-antinucleon composite: 
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SECOND SERIES, VOL. 76, No. 12 DECEMBER 15, 1949 

Are Mesons Elementary Particles? 

E. FERMI AND C. N. Y ANC· 

Institute for Nuclear Studies, University of Chicago; Chicago, IUinois 
(Received August 24, 1949) 

The.hypothe~s ~at 1I'"-mesons may be composite particles formed by the association of a nucleon with 
an antt-nucl:on lS discussed. From an extremely crude discussion of the model it appears that such a meson 
would have In most respects properties similar to those of the meson of the Yukawa theory. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

IN recent years several new particles have been 
discovered which are currently assumed to be 

"elementary," that is, essentially, structureless. The 
probability tbat all such particles should be really 
~lementary becomes less and less as their number 
mcreases. 

It is by no means certain that nucleons mesons 
electrons, neutrinos are all elementary particles and i~ 
could be that at least some of the failures of the present 
tbeories may be due to disregarding the possibility that 
some of them may have a complex structure. Unfortu
nately, we have no clue to decide whether this is true 
much less to find out what particles are simple and 
what particles are complex. In what follows we will 
try to work out in some detail a special example more 
as an illustration of a possible program of the theory 
of particles, than in tbe hope that what we suggest may 
actually correspond to reality. 

We propose to discuss tbe hypothesis that the r
meson may not be elementary, but may be a composite 
particle formed by the association of a nucleon and an 
anti-nucleon. The first assumntion will be therefore '" , , 
that both an anti-proton and an anti-neutron exist 
having the same relationship to the proton and th~ 
neutron, as the electron to the positron. Although this 
is an assumption that goes beyond what is known 
experimentally, we do not view it as a very revolution
ary one. We must assume, further, that between a 
nucleon and an anti-nucleon strong attractive forces 
exist, capable of binding the two particles together. 

• Now at the Institute for Advanced Study. Princeton, New 
Jersey. 

We assume that the 'JI'"-meson is a pair of nucleon and 
anti-nucleon bound in this way. Since the mass of the 
'JI'"-meson is much smaller than twice the mass of a 
nucleon, it is necessary to assume that the binding 
energy is so great that its mass equivalent is equal to 
the difference between twice the mass of the nucleon and 
the mass of the meson. 

According to tbis view the positive meson would be 
the association of a proton and an anti-neutron and the 
negative meson would be the association of an anti
proton and a neutron. As a model of a neutral meson 
one could take either a pair of a neutron and an anti
neutron, or of a proton and an anti-proton. 

It would be difficult to set up a not too complicated 
scheme of forces between a nucleon and an anti-nudeon . ' wlthout about equally strong forces between two ordi-
nary nucleons. These last forces, however would be 
quite different from the ordinary nuclear for~es, because 
they would have much greater energy and much shorter 
range. The reason why no experimental indication of 
them. has been observed for ordinary nucleons may be 
explained by tbe assumption that tbe forces could be 
attractive between a nucleon and an anti-nucleon and 
repulsive between two ordinary nucleons. Ii this is the 
case, no bound system of two ordinary nucleons would 
result out of this particular type of interaction. Because 
of the short range very little would be noticed of such 
forces even in scattering phenomena. 

Ordinary nuclear forces from the point of view of 
this theory will be discussed below. 

Unfortunately we have not succeeded in working out 
a satisfactory relativistically invariant theory of nu
cleons among which such attractive forces act. For this 
reason all the conclusion that will be presented will be 

1739 extremely tentative. 
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When their work was first described to me I thought it was obviously wrong. 

By then the antiproton had been discovered. Its interaction with a proton was 

clearly not strong enough to form a nearly massless pion. I didn't read their paper. 

The Sakata model, which extended these ideas in 1955 after the discovery of 

strangeness, did not seem much better: 

Progreu of Theoretical Physics, Vol. 16, No.6, December- 1956 

On a Composite Model for 

the New Particles* 

Shoichi Sakata 

Institute for Theoretical Physics, Nagoya 

Uni."ersity, Nagoya 

September 3, 1956 

Recently, Nishijima-Gell-Mann's rulel
) 

for the systematization of new particles 

has achieved a great success to account 

for various facts obtained from the ex

periments with cosmic rays and with high 

energy accelerators. Nevertheless, it would 

~ desirable from the theoretical standpoint 

to find out a more profound meaning 

hidden behind this rule. The purpose of 
this work is concerned with this point. 

It seems to me that the present state 

of the theory of new particles is very 

similar to that of the atomic nuclei 25 

years ago. At that time, we had known 

a beautiful relation between the spin and 

the mass number of the atomic nuclei. 

Namely, the spin of the nucleus is always 

integer if the mass number is even, whereas 

the former is always half integer if the 

latter is odd. But unfortunately we couId 

not understand the profound meaning for 

this even-odd rule. This fact together 

with other mysterious properties of the 

atomic nuclei, for instance the beta disinte

gration In which the conservation of 

energy seemd to be invalid, led us to a 

very pessimistic view-point that the quantum 

theory would not be applicable in the 

domain of the atomic nucleus. However 

the situation was entirely changed after the 

discovery of the neutron. Iwanenko and 

Heise.nberg~) proposed immediately a new 

model for the atomic nuclei in which 

neutrons and protom are considered to be 

their constituents. By assuming that the 

neutron has the spin of one half, they 

explained the even-odd rule for the spins 

of atomic nuclei as the result of the 

addition law for the angular momenta of 

the constituents. Moreover, they could 

reduce all the mysterious prop~rties of 

atomic nuclei to those of the neutron 

contained. in them. 

Supposing that the similar situation 

is realized at present, I proposed a com

pound hypothesis for new unstable particles 

to account for Nishijima-Gell-Mann's 

rule. In our model, the new particles are 

considered to be composed of four kinds 

of fundamental particles in the true sense, 

that is, nucleon, antinucleon, ..10 and anti·A('. 

If we assume that A(' has such intrinsic 

properties as were assigned by Nishijima 

and Gell-Mann, we can easily get their 

even-odd rule for the composite particles as 

the result of the addition laws for the 

ordinary spin, the isotopic spin and the 

strangeness. In the next table, the models 

and the properties of the new particles are 

shown together with those of the funda

mental particles in the true sense. 

* The content of this letter was read before 

the annual meeting of the Japanese Physical Society 
held in October 1955. 

A note on the same supject has also been 
published in Bulletin de L'academie Polonaise des 
Sciences (0. ill-vol. IV, No.6, 1956) 
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Isotopic Spin 

1/2 

1/2 

0 

0 

1/2 

1/2 

1/2 

Here 9( and 9( denote nucleon and antinu

cleon respectively, whereas A and A denote 
A' and anti-AO respectively3). 

Strangeness Ordinary Spin 
----

0 1/2 

0 1/2 

-1 1/2 ? 

1 1/2 ? 

0 0 

1 o? 

-1 o? 

-1 1/2 ? 

-2 1/2 ? 

The asymmetric treatment of the A,rand _ particles, which experimentally 

were so similar, was hardly credible. 

Four years later Ikeda, Ogawa and Ohnuki studied the symmetry of the Sakata 

model in the limit where proton, neutron and lambda all had equal massesl ). One 

of their tables was unforgettable: 

Progress of Theoretical Physics, Vol. 22, No.5, November 1959 

A Possible Symmetry in Sakata's Model 
for Bosono-Baryons System 

Mineo IKEDA' and ShU20 OGAWA" 

Research Institute for Theoretical Physics' and Department of Physics" 
Hiroshima Unit'ersity, Hiroshima 

Yoshio OHNUKI 

Department of Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya 

(Received July 28, 1959) 

715 

In this paper we study a possible symmetry in Sakata's modeJ for the strongly 
interacting particles. In the limiting case in which the basic particles, proton, p, neutron, 
n and A-particle, A, have an equal mass, our theory holds the in variance under the exchange 
of p and A or n and A in addition to the usual charge independence and the conservation 
of electrical and hyperonic charge. 

From our theory the following are obtained: (a) iso-singlet ,.o'-meson state, which is a 
pseudo-scalar, exists, (b) the spin of E'-particle may be (3/2)+ and (c) several resonating 
states in K- and 1l:-nucleon scattering are anticipated to exist. 
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Table II 

Class I M=6, M='8 
~--~-~~~--~--~~- -~~~ 

S=-l, [=1/2 - (Aii) 

(Af) 

Note 

KO 
K-

~~- -~~~--~~~~~---

S=O, [=0 

S=l, [=1/2 

(pP+nii-2AA)/v 6 

(pnl 

(PP-nii):V2 
(nf) 

(pA) 

(nA) 
~~~ 

When I first read this paper in 1961, I found all known pseudoscalar 

mesons present and accounted for. The rrO'(n), whose existence was predicted 

here2) ,had recently been discovered3 ,4). Clearly there was something im-

portant to be learned from this paper even though the classification of 

baryons seemed worse than ever (they were now systematically getting what 

appeared to be the wrong baryon states). Their striking prediction of the 

existence of the n was not mentioned by the experimental groups that discov-

ered and studied this key particle. 

In further elaboration of the Sakata model, Ikeda, Ogawa and Ohnuki gave 

a spectrum of what are now called "exotics,,5): 

1073 

Progress of Theoretical Physics, Vol. 23, No.6, June 1960 

A Possible Symmetry in Sakata's Model [or Bos;'ns·Baryons System. II 

Mineo IKEDA,* Shuzo OGA\VA** and Yoshio OHNUKI*** 

*Research Institutefor Theo7"etical Physics, Hiroshima Ulli1'ersity, HiT-oshima 
**Department of Physics, Hiroshima Uni'l'e7"sity, HiT-oshima 

***Department of Physics, .l.Vagoya Uni7.-'ersity, J.Yagoya 

(Received February 8, 1960) 

In the previous paper we have discussed a possible symmetry among the proton, neutron 
and ,A-particle in Sakata's model and obtained some physically interesting results in bosons
baryons system. This symmetry is equivalent to the in variance of the theory under trans
formations of the unitary group U(3) of degree three. We shall study a mathematical struc
ture of our work in more detail. 
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Table V. The non-vanishing components and the expression of V,o/o. the values of (fin, So, '-0), 
m and m', and the degree d of the representations 

v~o;o 
I 

nfl, So. io m m' d 

T- T' P 1, 0, ~ 3/2 5/2 3 

T, T, A -1,1,0 3/2 -5/2 3 

(0) 

T, T: AP 0, 1, ~ 3 0 8 
(0) 
T'CI «,) 

.<:\1 ),.~) 
Tn 
" 

ififpp 0,2, 1 8 0 27 

(0) 
T("1 .. ~) 

[l.l ),.2) Tg=-T~~ [n, AJpP/v'2 0, 1, 3/2 6 9 10 

(0) 
T("l .. ~] 

P"l A,,) T~= -T;~ AA[p, n]i y'2 0, 2, 0 6 -9 10 

(0) 

T'''1''2) , T~l APP 1, 1, 1 11/2 17/2 15 

(0) 

T["'1 "2J , T~2=_T~1 A[p, nJ/V2 1, 1, 0 7/2 -, 6 

(0) 
T("1"","1) 

(lot "'2) 
Tlll 
" 

AAppp 1, 2, 3/2 23/2 35/2 42 

(0) 
T ("'I .. ~ "3) 

(),., >."'] T~~l=_T;~l [n, Jjppp;v'2 1, 1. 2 19/2 53/2 15 

(0) 

'T~L;i:)~ T;~l=_Ti;l AA[p, n]piv'2 1, 2, , 17/2 -! 24 

(0) 

I'Ta.;i~)~ T~~2= _ Ti~l AA(ppn-nppJ/v'2 1, 2, ! 17/2 -, 24 

This missed the point. 

Murray Ge11-Mann realized that a baryon classification problem existed 

and dealt with it in the beginning of 1961 in two different versions of a 

Cal tech Synchrotron Report: 

• ",_. ". '" ,,' .~.""" "" " .. ,"" ... ,,,, ... ,, "",,,,,,",,,',,,,,,,,''.,,,,,,"', "''''''''"''','"'',,M''''",'''''''''' ",,""~ " .• """ ". " .. ,,, "" 
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CALIFORNIA INSTI'lU'lE OF TECHNOLOGY 

Synchrotron Laboratory 

Pasadena, Ca1ti'ornia 

THE EIGHTFOLD WAY: 

* A THEORY OF STRONG IN'mRACTION SYMoIETRY 

Murray Gell-l·mm 

loBrch 15, 1961 

(Second printing: April, 1962) 
(Third printing: October, 1963) 

(Preliminary version circulated Jan. 20, 1961) 

Report CTSL-20 

* Research supported in part by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission Contract 

No. AT(ll-l)-6e, and the Al.1'red P. Sloan Foundation. 

'" '" '""., '" , .. " ,.,""., ".,' "",""'-"""","" ,,,.,,,, , '·""'''''.''''''''''''''''~·''P'''''' 
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This material was extensively revised before it was finally published as a 

relatively minor section of a Physical Review paper. 

Both Synchrotron Reports contain a table which associates baryons with 

composite systems of leptons and bosons carrying baryon number 1: 

Using the symbol - tor'~storms 

like", we detine 

I+ - ! 
2 L(~ - i~)t 

- 1 
L(~ + i~)t I -2 

I O _ ..!. 
12 L~ 

t 

1 
L<\ - i~)t p -2" 

1 
L(A6 - i~)t n -2 

...0 1 
L(~ + i~)t .::. --2 

-- 1 
L(\ + i~)t - -2" 

/I. 
1 

L AS t --12 

+ 
- D v 

+ -
-. 8 e 

+ -D 1.1 

( 0 . + - + -) I' '6 - D v + D e - 28 I.l ,I/o • (3.5) 

1be most graphic description of what we are dOing iii given in the last 

column, where we have introduced the notation DO, D+, and 8+ for the L 
- - + + particles analogous to the t particles v, e , and 1.1 respectively. 

D stands for doublet and S for singlet with respect to isotopic spin. 

Using the last column, it is easy to see that the isotopic spins, electric 

charges, and hypercharges of the multiplets are exactly as we are 

eccustaned to think of them for the baryons listed. 
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The first version of this section on composite states transforming like 

baryons concludes with "what physical significance do we attach to the Land 
LA. £ 

~ when we say that the eight baryons N. transfor~ 
1 

like ___ 1_ with respect to 
16 

unitary spin? Certainly we are not claiming that the baryons must be bound 

states of leptons ~ and heavy bosons L under the influence of some very 

strong interaction. The leptons show no signs of having any strong couplings, 

and the heavy bosans L, carrying baryon number 1 and lepton number -1, have 

made no appearance. For the time being, we cannot be sure of the physical 

significance of the analogy we have drawn, except possibly insofar as it con-

cerns the weak interactions (see Section VI). But the physical consequences 

for the baryons and mesons of assuming the eight representations of unitary 

spin for the baryons are clear and precise." 

In the second version this is replaced with "We shall attach no physical 

significance to the ~ and L 'particles' out of which we have constructed the 

baryons. The discussion up to this point is really just a mathematical intro-

duction to the properties of unitary spin." 

In the Physical Review paper the table of baryons is not given; the 

"abstract approach" is adopted: 

PHYSICAL REVIEW VOLUME 125, NUMBER 3 FEBRUARY I, 1962 

Symmetries of Baryons and Mesons* 

Ml]lUtAy GELL-MANN 

Californw.. InstituJe of Technology, Pasadena, Californw.. 

(Received March 27, 1961; revised manuscript received September 20, 1961) 

The system of strongly interacting particles is discussed, with 
electromagnetism, weak interactions, and gravitation considered 
as perturbations. The electric current i .. , the weak current J .. , 
and the gravitational tensor fl .. B are all well-defined operators, with 
finite matrix elements obeying dispersion relations. To the extent 
that the dispersion relations for matrix elements of these operators 
between the vacuum and other states are highly convergent and 
dominated by contributions from intermediate one-meson states, 
we have relations like the Goldberger-Treiman formula and uni
versality principles like that of Sakurai according to which the p 
meson is coupled approximately to the isotopic spin. Homogeneous 
linear dispersion relations, even without subtractions, do not 
suffice to fix the scale of these matrix elements; in particular, for 
the nonconserved currents, the renormalization factors cannot be 
calculated, and the universality of strength of the weak inter
actions is undefined. More information than just the dispersion 
relations must be supplied, for example, by field"theoretic models; 
we consider, in fact, the equal-time commutation relations of the 
various parts of j4 and J 4 • These nonlinear relations define an 
algebraic system (or a group) that underlies the structure of 
baryons and mesons. It is suggested that the group is in fact 
U(3)XU(3), exemplified by the symmetrical Sakata model. The 
Hamiltoruan density flu is not completely invariant under the 
group; the noninvariant part transforms according to a particular 

representation of the group; it is possible that this information 
also is given correctly by the symmetrical Sakata model. Various 
exact relations among form factors follow from the algebraic struc
ture. In addition, it may be worthwhile to consider the approxi
mate situation in which the strangeness-changing vector currents 
are conserved and the Hamiltonian is invariant under U (3); we 
refer to this limiting case as "unitary symmetry." In the limit, the 
baryons and mesons form degenerate supermultiplets, which 
break up into isotopic multiplets when the symmetry-breaking 
term in the Hamiltonian is "turned on." The mesons are expected 
to form unitary singlets and octetsj each octet breaks up into a 
triplet, a singlet, and a pair of strange doublets. The known 
pseudoscalar and vector mesons fit this pattern if there exist.s also 
an isotopic singlet pseudoscalar meson ,f. If we consider unitar)" 
symmetry in the abstract rather than in connection with a field 
theory, then we find, as an attractive alternative to the Sakata 
model, the scheme of Ne'eman and Gell-Mann, which we call the 
"eightfold way"j the baryons N, A,:t, and:=: form an octet,like 
the vector and pseudoscalar meson octets, in the limit of unitary 
symmetry. Although the violations of unitary symmetry must be 
quite large, there is some hope of relating certain violations to 
others. As an example of the methods advocated, we present a 
rough calculation of the rate of K+ _ p++J! in terms of that of 
'lr+_p++ .... 

""""""""'.".""''''"~'~'''",''"'' ""''''''''., If'""~"~ 
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VIII. THE "EIGHTFOLD WAY" 

Unitary symmetry may be applied to the baryons in 
a more appealing way if \\"e abandon the connection 
with the symmetrical Sakata model and treat unitary 
symmetry in the abstract. (An abstract approach is, of 
course, required if there are no "elementary" baryon:,
and mesons.) Of all the groups that could be generated 
by the vector weak currents, S["(3) is still the smallest 
and the one that most naturally gives rise to the rules 
IMI =! and LlS/AQ=O, +1. 

There is no longer any reason for the baryon:.; to 
belong to the 3 repre~entation or the other spinor repre
sentations of the group 51"(3); the various irreducible 
spinar representations are those obtained by reducing 
direct products like 3X3X3*, 3X3X3X3*X3*, etc. 

Instead, the baryons may belong, like the mesons, to 
representations such as 8 or 1 obtained by reducing the 
direct products of equal numbers of 3'5 and 3*'5. It is 
then natural to assign the stable and metastable 
baryons N, A, 2:, and Z to an octet, degenerate in the 
limit of unitary symmetry. 

Here the Sakata model is only of historical interest. It suggested SU(3) 

as an approximate symmetry of the strong interactions, an approximate symmetry 

that was now defined by exact equal-time commutation relations. Compositeness 

of hadrons was no longer the issue. 

Yuval Ne'eman viewed baryons similarly6): 

S.B Nuclear Physics 26 (1961) 222-229; © Norlh~Holland Publishing Co., Amste~dam 

Not to be reproduced by pbotoprint or microfilm without written permission from the publisher 

DERIVATION OF STRONG INTERACTIONS FROM A GAUGE 
INVARIANCE 

Y. NE'EMAN 

Department of Physics, Imperial College, London 

Received 13 February 1961 

Abstract: A representation for the baryons and bosons is suggested, based on the Lie algebra 
of the 3·dimensional traceless matrices. This enables us to generate the strong interactions 
from a gauge invariance principle, involving 8 vector bosons. Some connections with the 
electromagnetic and weak interactions are further discussed. 

This was the first resolution of the baryon problem. The second was 

to come with the discovery of quarks. 
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Recognizing the approximate symmetry of the strong interactions had not 

been easy. For example, Gell-lfunn7) had previously developed an entirely 

different point of view related to earlier work of schwinger8) and Pais 9) in 

which the coupling 
2 

g AK/4rr was much less than Articles based on this 

"global symmetry" were still being published as late as the middle of 1961: 

PHYSICAL REVIEW VOLUME 122. NUMBER 6 

Some Considerations on Global Symmetry 

T. D. LEE AND C. N. YANG 
InsluuleJor Advanced Study, Princet(J1f, New Jersey 

(Received February 3, 1961) 

JUNE 15, 1961 

If tbe recently discovered Y· state is related to the T= I, J = I resonance in 7rp scattering, global symmetry 
considerations should become relevant. In this paper, global symmetry is discussed with a view to under~ 
standing its group structure. Also discussed is a possibility of reconciling the conflict, pointed out by Pais, 
between certain experimental results and global symmetry. The partial widths of the y* state are calculated 
and also those of the companion excited states Z· and :E:*. A generalization of the quantum Dumber G is 
discussed. 

Almost one year after the "Eightfold Way" had been widely circulated, the 

simple groups C
2 

(two-dimensional symplectic group), B2 (five-dimensional 

orthogonal group), and the exceptional group G2 were still considered by 

some as contenders for the symmetry of strong interactions: 
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INTRODUCTION 

ONE of the most natural questions when one looks 
at the mass of uncorrelated data on elementary 

particle interactions l is whether a systematic pattern 
is emerging from this complexity. The penetration of 
controlled laboratory experiments into the multi-Bev 
energy region can only make such a question more 
acute. Several attempts2 have already been made to 
unfurl the underlying symmetry of strong interactions, 
such as might exist above and beyond those symmetries, 
e.g., isotopic symmetry,S which have already survived 
experimental tests. 

In this article, we sharpen some tools which prove 
useful in formulating the consequences of proposed 
symmetries of a rather special type, namely, those 
symmetries which are characteristic of the simple Lie 
groups. 

I See, for example, the Procudings of 'he Tenth Annual 
Conference on High Energy Nuclear Physics, Rochester, 1960, 
University of RiJchester (Interscience Publishers, Inc., New York, 
1960). 

1 See, for example, B. d'Espagnat and J. Prentki, Nuclear Phys . 
1,33 (1956); ]. Schwing", Ann. Ph),s. 2, 407 (1957); M. (;ell· 
Mann, Phys. Rev. 106, 1296 (1957); A. Pais, ibid. 110, 574 
(1958); J. Tiomno, Nuovo cimento 6, 69 (1957); R. E. Behrends, 
ibid. 11,424 (1959); D. C. Pm!ee, Phys. Rev. 117, 873 (1960); 
].]. Saku<ai, ibid. 115, 1304 (1959). 

I See, for example, W. Heisenberg, Z. Physik 77, 1 (1932); B. 
Cassen and E. U. Condon, Phys. Re\'. 50, 846 (1936); G. Breit, 
E. U. Condon, and R. D. Present, ibid. SO, 825 (1936); G. Breit 
and E. FeenhITg, il>id. SO, 850 (1936). 

Copyright C 1962 by tet American Physical Society. 
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Even if SU(3) was accepted as an approximate symmetry of the strong inter-

actions, the problem of assigning resonances to irreducible representations of 

this group was formidable. Errors were often made. The enormous symmetry breaking 

found in hadronic coupling constants led to a misclassification of the famous 

N*(3/2+) and its partners: 

IL NUO\"O CIMENTO VOL. XX\", N. 2 16 Luglio 1962 

The 27-fold Way and Other Ways: 
Symmetries of Mesons-Baryon Resonances (0). 

S. L. GLASHOW 

Institute lor Theoretical Physics and Department of Physics, 
Stanford University - Stanford, Cal. 

J. J. SAKUll.AI 

Enrico Fermi Institute lor Nuclear Studies and Department of Physics, 
University oj Chi.cago - Chicago, Ill. 

Department of Physics, California Institute 0/ Techrwwgy - Pasadena, Cal. 

(ricevuto il 2 Aprile 1962) 

Summary. - Meson-baryon resonances are discussed within the frame
work of unitary symmetry based upon the Gell-Mann-Ne'eman baryon 
octet (the eightfold way). It is argued that the low-lying J=l+ isobars 
(Jf'j. y:, Y:. Yi. etc.) realize a twenty-seven-dimensional representation 
of SU(3). Purely group-theoretie considerations directly follo,,"-ing from 
unitary symmetry are compared ",'it.h dynamical considerations sug
gested by t.he coupling constant combi!}.:l.!ions required by unitary sym
metry and R-symmetry. Higher r~ona.nces are briefly discussed. 

Difficulties in understanding the manifestations of a partially conserved 

strangeness changing vector current led Nambu and Sakurai to argue that at least 

one particle should not even lie in an irreducible representation of SU(3) : 

VOLUME 11, NUMBER 1 PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 1 JULY 1963 

K MESON [K* (725)] AND THE STRANGENESS-CHANGING CURRENTS OF UNITARY SYMMETRY* 

Yoichiro Nambu and J. J. Sakurait 
The Enrico Fermi Institute for Nuclear Studies and the Department of Physics. 

The University of Chicago, Chicago, nlinois 
(Received 26 April 1963) 

We wish to examine, within the framework of 
unitary symmetry, the hypothesis that the vector 
mesons M and M (to be identified with the ob
served K* meson of mass 885 MeV) are coupled 
to strangeness-changing currents that are con
served "as exactly as possible." It is pointed 
out that this hypothesis suggests the existence of 
Y = ± 1, T = 1/2, and J = 0+ mesons (with no unitary 
partners) whose couplings to other strongly Inter-

acting particles vanish in the limit of exact uni
tary symmetry. The possible connection between 
the conjectured scalar meson and the experimen
tally observed K meson (the K* meson of 725 MeV) 
is discussed. 
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Inevitably, mathematical errors were also made. Oakes and Yang's argument 

that symmetry breaking mass formulae could not be used to classify hadrons was 

particularly confusing: 

VOLUME 11, NUMBEa 4 PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 

MESON-BARYON RESONANCES AND THE MASS FORMULA' 

R. J. Oakes t and C. N. yang! 

15 AUGUST 1963 

Department of Physics, Institute of Theoretical Physics. Stanford University. Stanford, California 
(Received 15 July 1963) 

We have emphasized above some problems en
countered in assigning the meson-baryon reso
nances to a pure multiplet in the octet symmetry 
scheme. In particular, we pointed out that the 
application of the mass formula to N:n "', y 1 '" J 2 112'" 

and 0--, regarded as forming a pure tenfold multi
plet, is without theoretical justification. How
ever, equally spaced energy levels are always 
empirically worthy of attention, and the search 
for the tr should certainly be continued. We only 
emphasize that if the n - is found and if it does 
satisfy the equal-spacing rule, it can hardly be 
interpreted as giving support to the octet symme
try model, at least not without the introduction 
of drastically new physical principles. 

In dealing with these issues I argued that coupling constant relations, 

which previously had misguided many into adopting "global symmetry," should not 

be used for hadron classification unless these relations were valid in the 

presence of symmetry breakinglO). The Nambu-Sakurai paper was imaginative, but 

their assumptions were untested. I didn't understand the Oakes-Yang paper and 

hoped that the problems they raised would somehow go away. Eventually they didll) . 

The mainstream of high energy theoretical physics was concerned with other 

matters - dispersion theory, Regge poles and the "bootstrap," with the dominant 

philosophy of the day eloquently summarized by Chew and Frautschi: 
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VOLUME 7, NUMBEK 10 PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS NOVEMBER 15, 1961 

PRINCIPLE OF EQUNALENCE FOR ALL STRONGLY INTERACTING PARTICLES 
WITHIN THE S-MATRIX FRAMEWORK' 

Geoffrey F. Chew and S. C. Frautschit 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory and Department of Physics. University of California. Berkeley, California 

(Received October 30. 1961) 

The notion, inherent in Lagrangian field theory, 
that certain particles are fundamental while others 
are complex, is becoming less and less palatable 
for baryons and mesons as the number of candi
dates for elementary status continues to increase. 
Sakata has proposed that only the neutron, proton, 
and A are elementary,l but this choice is rather 
arbitrary, and strong-interaction consequences 
of the Sakata model merely reflect the established 
symmetries. Heisenberg some years ago pro
posed an underlying spinor field that corresponds 
to no particular particle but which is supposed to 
generate all the observed particles on an equiva-

lent basis.2 The spirit of this approach satisfies 
Feynman's criterion that the correct theory 
should not allow a decision as to which particles 
are elementary,' but it has proved difficult to 
find a convincing mathematical framework in 
which to fit the fundamental spinor field. On the 
other hand, the analytically continued S matrix
with only those singularities required by unitar
ity' -has progressively, over the past half decade, 
appeared more and more promiSing as a basis 
for describing the strongly interacting particles. 
Our purpose here is to propose a formulation of 
the Feynman principle within the S-matrix frame
work. 

The discovery of meson resonances was of interest because their existence 

had been predicted from a dispersion theoretical analysis of elastic electron

nucleon scattering data
12

). Bootstrapping these resonances seemed possible: 

VOLUME 7, NUMBER 3 PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS AUGUST 1, 1961 

SELF-CONSISTENT CALCULATION OF THE MASS AND WIDTH OF THE J=l, T=l, nn RESONANCE 

Fredrik Zachariasen* 
California Institute of Technology. Pasadena. California 

(Received June 28. 1961) 

The computation is explicit and straightforward, 
and an approximate numerical evaluation of the 
necessary two integrals yields 

m .. 950 Mev, Y 2/4n .. 2.8. 
p pnn 

There are no parameters to be adjusted in obtain
ing these results, other than the pion mass which 
only provides a dimension. The numbers are in 
fair agreement with the present experimental data, 1 

which indicate something like 

FIG. 1. The one p-meson exchange diagram. m
p 

.. 750Mev, 

There was hope that dynamics would determine symmetry and deviations from 

symmetry: 

" ." '" .. '. '.' .. ,,,, .. ,,",,,,,,,,., ," "'" '"'''''''''''',''''"''''' '.'~""'" 
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Reprinted from THE PHYSICAL REnEW, Vol. 132, Ko. 4, 1831-1836, 15 November 1963 
Prillted in U. S. A. 

Origin of Internal Symmetries* 

Eru.."EST ABERS 

Department oj Physics, University oj Calffornia, Berkeley, California 

FREDRIK ZACHARJASE::->t 

Department of Physics, California Institute oj Teclmniogy, Pasadena, California 

AND 

CBA1tLES ZEMACHt 

Department of Physics, University of California, Btrkelt)', California 

(Received 1 May 1963) 

Internal symmetries such as isotopic spin are not necessarily arbitrary constraints to be imposed at the 
beginning of a calculation. The bootstrap requirement that all particles be determined as composite states 
of one another leads naturally to symmetric solutions for masses and coupling constantS. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

PHYSICAL systems are characterized by quantum 
numbers of energy, momentum, spin, and parity, 

whose origin is wen understood; they arise from assumed 
symmetries of space-time. Some systems are also char
acterized by the internal quantum numbers of isotopic 
spin, hypercharge, and, more generally and less exactlr, 
unitar), spin, whose o_rigj~s are less clear. ,re belieye 
theory as initial data; rather they emerge from a self
consistent calculation. Let us anticipate that in a fully 
self-consistent universe there is room for a multiplicity 
of particles of the same species, that is, of the same spin 
and parity. The formal principles which instruct us ho\\" 
to determine the masses and couplings of particles of 
like species possess a symmetry with regard to these 

that these quantum numbers and the associated sym
metries are already implied by the bootstrap mechanism 
of S-matrix theory.' There is no need for additional 
principles either inside or outside quantum theory to 
explain them. 

The fundamental point is this: The internal sym
metries can be expressed as equalities among certain 
masses and among certain couplings. But the values of 
these masses and couplings are not inserted into tht" 
partides. That such symmetries lead to equality among 
the masses and interactions of particles of like species 
need not be regarded as a freak accident1 but may \yell 
be the preferred possibility. 

In the present paper this quite general notion will be 
explored only with regard to pion-nucleon interactions 
and isotopic symmetry. 

f:>HYSICAL REVIEW VOLUME 132, NUMBER 3 1 NOVEMBER 1963 

Self-Consistent Deviations from Unitary Symmetry* 

R. E. CuTKOSKY AA"D PEKKA TAlt1A}.;"NEt 
Carnegie Institute oj Technology, Pittsburgh, Penns,)'lvania 

(Received 24 June 1963) 

A method of investigating the possible dynamic origin of symmetries among the strong interactions is 
illustrated by application to a model with vector mesons that are self-consistently bound states of one 
another. The SUa model, with eight vector mesons, is concentrated upon. All possible types of first-order 
perturbations are treated in the ladder approximation, and some second-order effects are also considered. 
The results emerging from a qualitative discussion uniquely suggest the possibility (in addition to the 
degenerate mass solution) of a self-supporting small mass splitting structure of the type leading to the Gell
Mann-Dkubo mass formula. Moreover, SUt symmetry is necessarily retained, although the differentiation 
between charge and hypercharge is not possibJe in a theory which does not include electromagnetism. 

The spectrum of particles and their pattern of coupling constants were to 

be self-consistently calculated. Constituents, other than the hadrons themselves, 

were out of the question. 
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All points of view were represented at Caltech. Feynrnan, Frautschi, 

Gell-Mann and Zachariasen were professors there, while Hung Cheng, Sidney 

Coleman, Roger Dashen, Bill Wagner and Ken Wilson were some of their more 

illustrious students. Glashow was a postdoctoral fellow. 

I was a second-year graduate student at Caltech when Murray gave his first 

seminar on the "Eightfold Way." It was fantastic. Murray was really feeling 

his oats. As far as I was concerned, his classification of particles into 

irreducible representations of SU(3) was obviously correct, although the 

scientific community did not fully accept these assignments until the Q was 

discovered three years later. 

Murray's output in 1961 and 1962 was phenomenal, with one new paper 

appearing almost every two months: 

PUBLICATIONS - Hurray Gell-Mann 

29. The Reaction y + y ~ V + v, Phys. Rev. Letters ~, 70 (1961). 

30. Broken Symmetries and Bare Coupling Constants (with Fredrik Zachariasen), 
Phys. Rev. 123, 1065 (1961). 

31. Form Factors and Vector Mesons (with F. Zachariasen), Phys. Rev. 124,953 (1961). 

32. Gauge Theories of Vector Particles (with Sheldon L. Glashow), Ann. Phys. 15, 
437 (1961). 

33. Symmetry Properties of Fields, Proceedings of Solvay Congress (1961). 

34. Symmetries of Baryons and Mesons, Phys. Rev. 125, 1067 (1962). 

35. Experimental Consequences of the Hypothesis of Regge Poles (with S. C. Frautschi 
and F. Zachariasen), Phys. Rev. 126, 2204 (1962). 

36. Decay Rates of Neutral Mesons (with D. Sharp and W. G. Wagner), Phys. Rev. 
Letters~, 261 (1962). 

37. Factorization of Coupling to Regge Poles, Phys. Rev. Letters~, 263 (1962). 

38. High Energy Nuclear Scattering and Regge Poles (with B. M. Udgaonkar), Phys. 
Rev. Letters~, 346 (1962). 

39. Elementary Particles of Conventional Field Theory as Regge Poles (with 
M. L. Goldberger), Phys. Rev. Letters 2, 275 (1962). 
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All this was being worked out down the hall. IVhat an example! 

Richard Feynman also exerted his influence, both through his work and out-

look. Solutions to problems were invariably based on simple ideas. Physical 

insight balanced calculational skill. And work was to be published only when 

it was correct, important, and fully understood. This was a stern conscience 

who practiced what he preached. 

My first research project at Caltech was in experimental particle physics, 

where I worked closely with Alvin Tollestrup and Ricardo Gomez. Alvin was 

+ + 0 organizing a K -+ IT + IT + Y experiment to be run at the Bevatron when I proposed 

using the same K+ beam to look for a violation of time reversal symmetry in 

K+ -+ lT o + 11++ V (an effect that was to be discovered four years later by Cronin 

and Fitch in ~ -+ IT+lT -). After two and a half years of equipment building, the run 

at the Bevatron, and preliminary data analysis, I abandoned the experiment. The 

number of K decays detected, much smaller than anticipated, did not justify 
113 

a full-scale analysis. 

Now at the beginning of my fourth year in the Fall of 1962 I finally decid.ed 

to write a theoretical thesis. While previously working on the time reversal 

experiment I would occasionally talk to Murray about theoretical physics problems. 

Before he took a leave of absence to visit MIT in the Winter of 1962-63 he suggested 

that I see Feynman, who later became my thesis advisor. I did not see Murray 

again until I returned from CERN almost two years later. 

For me, the origin of the quark model lay in the experiments that estab-

Ii shed the existence and properties of the ¢ meson: 

VOLUME 10, NUMBER. 8 PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 15 APRIL 1963 

EXISTENCE AND PROPERTIES OF THE cp MESON-

P. L. Connolly, E. L. Hart, K. W. La!, G. London,t G. C. Moneti,t R. R. Rau, 

"',.,", .• '''''''.''''''," .. , .. ", ,."",,. 'n,,,,.,',,,,.'"''''''''''''·''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 

N. P. Samios, 1. O. Skillicorn, and S. S. Yamamoto 
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 

and 

M. Goldberg, M. Gundzik, J. Leitner, and S. Lichtman 
Syracuse University. Syracuse. New York 

(Received 27 March 1963) 
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• 

220 K' K-

14~ KG KO RUN I 

~(:?:J K" K' RUN 2 
58 EVENTS 

1.0 1.8 LO 1.42 

MI(KKhtIO-(MeV)1. 

FIG. 1. Dalitz plot for the reactionK-+p-A+K+K.. 
The effective-mass distribution for KK and for AK+ are 
projected on the abscissa and ordinate (see reference 7). 
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FIG. 4. The M(1T+1I-1I0) distribution from the reaction 
K- + P - A + 11+ + W- + nO after removing Y1· production 

events (see text). 

P-P+1f 0 35 0 2 f3= K K'" ± •• q>- + 

One can estimate {3 J either from the ratio of 
phase space, barrier penetration, spin, and 
isospin factors which give f3 J = 1 ,,4 for an inter
action radius of (2m.)-1 or from a dynamical 
approach as done by Sakurai' giving f3J= 1 ,,3. 
The observed rate is lower than these predicted 
values by One order of magnitude; however the 
above estimates are uncertain18 by at least this 
amount so that this discrepancy need not be 
disconcerting. 

The fact that the ~ decayed predominantly into KK and not pn was totally 

unintelligible despite the authors assurances that this suppression "need not 

be disconcerting." A spin one 4> would decay into p1T or KK in a P-wave. Since 

the ~ was just slightly above KK threshold, the P-wave KK mode was greatly 

suppressed. My estimate indicated that the pTI decay mode was at least two 

orders of magnitude below what might be naively expected. Feynman taught that 

in strong interaction physics everything that possibly ca2 happen does, and 

with maximum strength. Only conservation laws suppress reactions. Here was 

a reaction that did not go when it should have. Many years later history was 

to repeat itself with the discovery of the ~(J). 
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To understand ~ decay, I went back to the Sakata model. The work of Ikeda, 

Ogawa and Ohnuki gave the pseudoscalar mesons in terms of p, nand A. I assumed 

that the vector mesons were the same as the pseudoscalars,with two exceptions. 

First, the spin of the constituents added to one rather than zero. Second, 

the symmetry breaking, which was introduced through a A-nucleon mass splitting, 

mixed the isoscalar vector mesons in such a way as to separate the two dis tin-

guishable quantities AA and (pp+fln) from each other, , 

~ ~ AA 

w ~ (pp + nn) / rz 

This last point was tricky because the isoscalar pseudoscalar mesons did not 

mix strongly. 

Justification for this vector meson mixing came by assuming that the mass 

differences of vector mesons equalled the mass differences of their constituents. 

This gave mass formulae that worked: 

2 
m (w) 

2 
m (p), 

(784) 2 (750)2 

2 * 2 2 m (K ) - m (p), 

(1007) 2 

and with a little fiddling even 

2 2 2 2 2 .* 
(m (w) - m (p))/2 ~ m (~) + m (p) - 2 m (K ), 

which was correct to the known accuracy of the masses. The fact that 

2 * 2 2 2 m (K ) - m (p) ~ m (K) - m (~) 

was also suggestive. Understanding why the pseudoscalars mixed weakly would 

10) 
come later . 

A theory of hadronic decays within the framework of the Sakata model did 

not exist; it was now required. I supposed that a meson decays when its two 
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constituents separate. Since they are tightly bound, their separation must lead 

to the creation of pairs. In the notation that was developed shortly thereafter, 

or 

Since the ~ was made of A and A, constituents that did not appear in p or rr, 

could not occur. This arguement convinced me that hadrons had 

constituents! 

Okubo was also puzzled by ~ decay. He obtained mass formulae and the 

suppression of ~ + prr with the ansatz that the trace of a certain matrix should 

not explicitly appear in any mathematical expression: 

volume 5, number 2 PHYSICS LETTERS 15 June 1963 

<p-MESON AND UNITARY SYMMETRY MODEL t 

S.OKUBO 
Department oj Physics and Astronomy. University of Rochester 

Received 13 May 1963 

In the unitary symmetry 
model. the vector octet (p,w,K*,K*) can be speci
fied 4J by a traceless tensor F J'. However, as we 
have noted, we have to take into accmmt of the 
ninth boson", together with the octet. This means 
that we are dealing with a nonet rather than an 
octet, and a singlet. We can always combine both 
into a reducible non-traceless tensor GJ' by setting 

1 
G: ~ F: +:;ra 0: <p • (11) 

We propose that the", meson should appear always 
in this combination together with FJ', but should 
not appear singly without being accompanied by Its 

counter part F,f'. When we note Gt =.j3f{J, this 
mians that we are requiring non-appearance of 
GA expliCitly in all mathematical expressions. Un
fortunately, the present author could not justify 
this "ansatzn on a more satisfactory mathematical 
ground, but it may not be impossible that such an 
assumption could hold if the interaction Hamil
tonians are restrictive with some new kinds of 
symmetries. Only reason for presenting this 
scheme in this note is simply to show a possible 
existence of an unified theory which is capable to 
explain many experimental results in a systematical 
way. 
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Then, the eigen-masses of w and rp can be shown to 
satisfy the following relations: 

Finally, we give expressions for p,K*,w and 
i'i in terms of GJ': 

21112_112 
p+=G1 , p_=G2 , Po=J2(G1 -G2), W=';2(G 1 +G 2) , m (w) = m (P) , (16) 

(21) [m«P)]2 = 2[m(K*)]2 _ [m(P)]2. (17) * 3 * 3 -* 1 * 2 _ 3 K.r =G 1 , Ko =G2 , K+ =G3 , Ko =G3 , tp=-G3 . 

One thing interesting in our scheme is that 
in the lowest order with respect to HI' we have 

r(l)5-p+!T)=O. (19) 

The connection with constituents was absent. 

The baryon problem was now revived. I worked compulsively trying to 

solve it. One day while I was looking at the review paper of Behrends, Dreitlein, 

Fronsdal and Lee I noticed their multiplication table of SU(3) representations: 

STRO:-:G INTERACTIOK SYMMETRIES 23 

TABLE IV. Representations of SUa. All mixed tensors are supposed to be traceless, e.g., 1/1 •• °=0. The missing representation "64" is 
D~J(3,3) with the basis I/:d~~bc and the isotopic content 0, i, j, 1, 1, 1, i, i, j, t, 2, 2, 2, i, t, 3. The dimension of D(hJ,h:) is iP'l+l) 
X (;\2+ 1 )('>'l+A~+ 2). The regular representation is DS (1,1). 

Complete Abbr. Highest Fig. Isotopic 
designation design weight no. content Basic 0V(I,0) 0D'(2,0) 0D'(I,I) o D'" (3,0) 

D'(O,O) I (0,0) 0 t 3 6 8 10 
V(I,O) 3 i(v~,1 ) 2(a) 0,. t, 6+3* 10+8 15+6*+3 15'+15 
l)'(0,1) 3* i(YJ,-I) 2(b) 0,. t' 8+1 15+3 15*+6+3* 24+6 
V(2.0) 6 H;J,1) 2(e) 0,1,1 t,. 10+8 15'+15+6'" 24+15*+6+3* 24+21+15* 
D'(0,2) 6' H,~,-I) 2(d) 0,.,1 >{/" 15"'+3'" 27+8+1 24*+15+6*+3 42+15+3 
D'(I,1) 8 H''J,O) 2(e) O,H,I y,.c~, x'" 15+6'+3 24+15'+6+3' 21 + 10+ 10'+8+8+ I 35+21+10+8 
DIO(3,O) 10 H;J,I) 22 O,!,!,! y,.(f,&c 15'+15 24+21+15* 35+21+10+8 35+28+27+10 
D"(0,3) 10' Hv'J,-1) 0,!,1,; y,obc 24*+6* 42*+15*+3* 35*+21 + 10'+8 M+21+8+1 

D"(2,1) IS H)I 
H''J, O,!,!,!,1,! ,he" 

D"(1,2) 15' -!) 
D'~(4,O) IS' +1) ! i(YJ, O.!,t,i,2 ¢' .. bcd 

D"(0,4) 15"" -1) 
D~I(S,O) 21 +1) I i(YJ, O,!,1,i,2,~ "',,"bcdt 
1)"(0,5) 21* -I) 
D" (3,1) 24 

+i)1 H''J, 0,!,l,1,1,l.l,2 "'bul' 
1)"(1,3) 24* -I) 
1)"(2,2) 21 HvJ,O) O,! J!' 1,1,1,!, i,2 "'.I" 
1)"(6,0) 28 +1)1 M, O,1,1,;,2,!,3 !/;abr4<f 
l)"(0,6) 28' -I) 
1)"(4,1) 35 +3)1 a,!.!,!,l, H ... 'J, "'bed,a 
V'(1,4) 35' -3) !,!,2.2,1 
1)'>(7,0) 36 +1)1 .(vlJ, O,l,1,!,2,!,3,t !/;cbrd<fo 
1)"(0,7) 36* -1) 
lJ"(3,2) 42 

+1)1 0,!,!.1,1,1, iM, "'w,ob 
lJ"(2,3) 42' -1) j,!,!,2,2,; 

1)<'(8,0) 45 +1)1 ! (,'J, O,i,1,!,2,!,3,t,4 y,.cb,dtlol 
1)<'(0,8) 45' -1) 
1)<'(5,1) 48 

+»1 0,1 ,!, 1,1,!,!, (",/3", 
2,2,n3 y.,b04qO 

1)<'(1,5) 48* -!) 
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Almost reflexively I started to work out the irreducible representations used 

* to classify the baryons in the Sakata model. To decompose 3 x 3 x 3 , I took 

D
3

(1,0) from the first column and multiplied it by D3 (1,0) from the first row to 

* get 6+ 3 Then taking D
6

(2,0) from the first column and multiplying it by D3(1,0) 

from the first row I got 10+ 8, which I immediately recognized as the wrong answer. 

The product 6 x 3 had been formed instead of 6 x 3*. There was no D3 (0,1) in the 

first row. D
3

(0,1) had to be taken from the first column and D6 (2,0) from the 

first row to obtain 15+ 3. The lack of symmetry and the confusing notation of 

* the Table had misled me into multiplying 3 x 3 x 3 instead of 3 x 3 x 3 • 

Although the 8 and 10 representations were not the correct ones in the 

Sakata model, they were almost certainly empirically correct. Therefore 

baryons had to be constructed from 3 x 3 x 3, which meant the constituents 

had baryon number 1/3. With the isotopic spin and strangeness assignments of 

the p,n and A, the Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation 

Q = e (I + B+S) 
z 2 

then gave fractional charges to the constituents. Fractional charges bothered 

me because I wanted a correspondence between leptons and constituents of hadrons. 

To have one set of these particles integrally-charged and the other set 

fractionally-charged was ugly, but at this point there seemed to be no choice. 

This was a fantastically exciting time. It was impossible to finish even 

the simplest calculation without jumping up, pacing back and forth for a few 

minutes, and rushing back to see if things were working after all. 

Each constituent was represented by a regular polygon. Heavier con-

stituents were drawn larger an4 had more vertices. There was one exception. 

Since pentagons were harder to draw than squares, and evidence for the fourth 

constituent had not yet been discovered, the series of constituents started, 

rather than ended, with a circle. The constituents were called "aces," in 

part because four leptons were known at that time. The total number of con-

"",.' '. ,."",,"-,,,,~,, ""'''''''''''''~''''"'''~TI",''''''''''''.''''"_"'''' "'" ...... ,"""""""" ... "" •• , .. ,"" ..• ,' 
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, A 

stituents was, of course, unknown. The correspondence between the original 

and current notation is: 

Ac.e.. ~ U. 0... IL It. 

• ~o Lt .. fIIo ct 

• >-0 .s 

~ c. 

The forces binding constituents into hadrons were represented by strings. 

For example, the eight baryons looked like: 

p=~ (~-~) n=,} (~-b) 

Three aces connected by strings was called a trey (the emblem for this conference?). 

The· coupling of hadrons to one another was determined by the number of ways 

the constituent aces could move from one hadron to another with the appropriate 

creation of pairs. 
* + -For example, the coupling of w to K K was represented by: 



· , 
, ' 

P. 
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ft. 

"\- It\. r • 

1. 

... 1. .::!:::> 
~ -

).. ..... 

& ..!...:' + ..L. 0 :: I/rr 
'Vi ~ 

(I ,"":"; K*+ K-I) = In the early notation, this looked like: ~ 

).. 

1: 

d. * (I) + k (I! ~ 0--11 I) = 

e. k + 0 = ~ 
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The quantum numbers of the low-lying meson and baryon states were worked 

out and tentatively associated with observed enhancements in invariant mass 

distributions or resonances in phase shift analyses. Partial widths for the 

decays of these resonances were given. For example: 

AA ...... C
J

P(7 
for m( 17) or <S'1> m(1T) m(K) System 1T like number mew) m(",) 

1S 
0 0 +0- - 135 494 548 

3s 1 0 -1- + 750 890 784 1019 

3p 
0 -2 +0+ - 550? 725 775? 

1p 0 -1+ + 11407 1232 46) 1260? or 1 
11407 13207 

3p -1 +1+ - 1200 45) 1290? 1320? or 1 
1200 1370? 

3p 1 +2+ - > 12007 vm 2 (1T}.c. 22 ../rr} 11')+0.29 or 2 
m( 1') -fn;211'}. O.w. 

3D -3 -1- + 1220 13207 12207 1410 1 

1D +2- -0 > 12007 v:i 1') ... 8.22 -f rrl' ( 1'1+0.29 or 2 
m(l') I (1') ... 0.14 

3D .,1 -2- + > 1200? " " 2 n n 

3D 2 -3- + > 12007 " " 3 I " " 
I 

Table 1 We list here the low ane-ular momentum systems that may be formed from 

an ace and an anti-ace. Certain resonances have been tentatively classi

fied in this scheme. <. S • L > gives the expected value of the spin times 

the orbital angular momentum. It is tempting to conjecture that this is 

a pertinent quantity in ordering the energy levels of the A A system. 

I 
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:2;r;~::====£~;~2=====£~;~2====:QY;~:~========~;~i===1 
NT" vN 1515:!: 3 452 80 (input) 80 

A ... irn 1635? 
Y 

(vI:) 

I: .. vA 1660:!: 10 
Y 

(irn) 

vI: 

1770:!: 25 

376 

362 

441 

402 

382 

375 
342 
246 

25 
7.6 

6.6 

suppressed 

19.3 

suppressed 

1.6 

2.9 

<40 

13 

< 2 

11 

M r r Decays of 0' p theory exp. 

Fg~~§t~;=====~~~Y2=====i~:Y2=====~~~Y2=========~~~X~=== 
1519:!: 2 261 9 (input) 9 

238 4.5 5 

Table 4 M~,b' p, and I represent the mass of the decayin<!; baryon, the final 

state momentum, and the width. Decsy modes that have not yet been 

observed are included within parentheses in column 1. Al though the 1T:=" 

decay char.nel of the .::. l\ is suppressed by unitary symmetry, the large 

phase space available for this mode coupled with the breaking of the 

symmetry may account for the fact that :=:: ~ -+ if ~ has been seen. 

The rules for meson-baryon coupling restricted the f!d ratio to be one 

of several values. + Of these, f!d = 1 was chosen for the 3!2- and 5!2 octets. 

All this work is essentially correct. The assignment of states to the 

3!2 octet differed from that previously given: 

. '''''". "", .. '," """'"" .... "'","" '''.'''''''' ,~"" , ..... ""'.,"' ... ,. .. " •. "~.,, "'''"' .. ", .. , I ". ",'~ ,,,. '1'_""" -''''1' ''''"' .~"', '"'''' . ;" 
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VOLUME 10, NUMBER 5 PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS I MARCH 1963 

EIGHTFOLD-WAY ASSIGNMENTS FOR Y,"(1660) AND OTHER BARYONST 

Sheldon L. Glashow" and Arthur H. Rosenfeld 

Department of Physics and. Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, California 
(Received 17 December 1962) 

- i > .. .. c 
:E .. 
~ 

CIl .. 
0 
:E 

i~' 2000 

: I 

1800 ,11--

1600 
;L 
ll1- ~ 
:! -.. ;' .1. 

1400 iii-

1200;' 

1000 

Two octets: milt + me = 3m, ... mJ: 

2 " 
a Octet 

·1 0 I CharQ. , I ' 
+ -+ 'W97t.} , 
+ -1- + 1:(1881, I t . A{l815·~i) 
. .t - N0688.rl 

~,t:,~+ I ' 2 
2+1 --'-1- II {I'20. 1 

--I--IIII90·f l 
-I- AIIII •• t'1 

Y Octet 

One decuplet: equal 
moss spaclnQ rule 

8 Decuplet 

- - I{I'·'·i'l 

-- - -.ofI238·rl 

> .. 
:E 

, I 1400 

. !I 200 
I 

1000 

FIG.!. Baryons: the four unitary multiplets and their Regge recurrences. Spin and 
parity assignments .I' are written beside each particle if they are supported by any ex
perimental evidence; if not, f have been conjectured by assigning one known resonance 
to each set of quantum numbers. The notation was introduced in the Proceedings of the 
International Conference on High-Energy Nuclear Physics. Geneva. 1962 (CERN Scien
tific Information Service, Geneva, Switzerland, 1962). pp. 783 and 325. Observe that 
the families so defined coincide with the unitary multiplets of the eightfold way. Heavy 
bars show stable or metastable particles; light lines show resonances. States predicted 
by the eightfold way but not yet seen are indicated by question marks. The masses of 
:=:1' ani 0!5- follow from the mass fonnulas alone; those of the {+ I:a and :E:a also require 
the assumption of nearly parallel Hegge trajectories. 

Two-body partial widths for the l' octet 

Resonance and Decay Momentum Width, r (MeV) b 
total width r mode (MeVic) Experimental a Calculated 

:=:(16001) :=:11" 220 

2:(1600) KN 406 
r=40 MeV 10.. 441 

2:. 386 

10.(1520) KN 244 
r=16 MeV 2:' 267 

N(1512) N. 450 
r=100 MeV 

'Yoctet 
1 0.6 c 

3
d 

3 
11 Input = 11 
13 Inp.1t= 13 

5 6 
9 Input= 8 

80 67 

With satisfaction and relief we 
find that the calculated results are completely 
compatible with experiment. 
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In the Glashow-Rosenfeld assignments, the nucleon-like member of the 3/2 y octet 

had a mass approximately equal to that of the lambda-like member, while the sigma-

like member was heaviest of all. While this pattern of symmetry breaking was con-

sis tent with the Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula, it was unlikely in the ace model 

where strange aces contributed more mass to hadrons than non-strange ones. 

Particle classification was difficult because many peaks in invariant mass 

plots were spurious: 

VOLUME 9, NUMBEI. 3 PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS AUGUST 1, 1962 

+ - • 
EVIDENCE FOR n n RESONANCES AT 395- AND 520-MeV EFFECTIVE MASS 

N. P. Samios 
Brookhaven National Laboratory. Upton, New York 

and 

A. H. Bachman and R. M. Lea 
The City College of New York, New York. New York 

and 

T. E. Kalogeropoulos 
Columbia University, New York, New York 

and 

W. D. Shephard 
University of Kentucky, Lexington. Kentucky 

(Received June 21, 1962) 

OS COMBINATIONS 

III 5 AMBIGUOUS COMBINATIONS 

-,160 
\! 
'" ~120 
i!' 

600 

05 COMBINATIONS 
• 5 AMBIGUOUS COMBINATIONS 

900 1200 
M£F'F(1T+1T-) MeV 

IBOO 

FIG. 2. (a) Histogram of the effective-mass distri
bution for the 1486 (r. ±11±) combinations from Reactions 
nat b and llla, b. The smoth curve is the invariant 
phase-space distribution normalized to the total number 
of events. (b) The distribution in (a) with the smooth 
curve subtracted. The errors shown are IN. where 
1-1 is the total number of pion pairs per 20-MeV inter
val before subtraction. 

FIG. 3. (a) Histogram of the effective-mass distri
bution for the 2972 (11+ "1 combinations from Reactions 
nat b and fila. b. The smooth curve is the invariant 
phase-space distribution normalized to the events with 
mass >850 MeV. (b) The distribution in (a) with the 
smooth curve sUbtracted. The errors shown are IN. 
where IV is the total number of pion pairs per 20-MeV 
interval before subtraction. 
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+ -The evidence for the 7T 7r "resonances" looked, at least superficially, as 

impressive as the first evidence for the ~: 

VOLUME 9, NUMBER -4 PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS AUGUST I~, 1962 

POSSIBLE RESONANCES IN THE :::u AND KK SYSTEMS 

L. Bertanza, t V. Brisson,l P. L. Connolly, E. L. Hart, L S. Mittra, \I G. C. Moneti,.l 
R. R. Rau, N. P. Samios, L O. Skillicorn,·· and S. S. Yamamoto 

Brookhaven National Laboratory. Upton, New York 

and 

M. Goldberg, L. Gray, J. Leitner, S. Lichtman, and J. Westgard 
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York 

3.6 

3.5 

~3.1 
N- 3.0 
::E 

2.9 

2.B 

2:r 
2.6 

(Received July 2, 1962) 

NUMBER OF EVENTS 
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.. eEVENTS AT Z.!lO Sew, en 
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B~ 
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III 

2~ 
L-______ ~~~D,~~~~oz 

FIG. 2. The Dalitz plot for the channel UK pro
jected on the M'(Ki?) and M'(AK) axes. The solid 
curves on the projections are the invariant phase-space 
curves normalized to the total number of events. 

Matts Roos published "Tables of Elementary Particles and Resonant States" in. 

the Reviews of Modern Physics in April 1963. This was a definitive compilation. 

Later it would grow into the widely used "Review of Particle Properties" (affec-

tionate1y referred to as the "Rosenfeld Tables"). I found a copy of Roos's 

1963 paper in my notes, with this table of meson states: 
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TABLE TIb Meso:o.ic Resonant States MlU'ch 1963 

:8 ~ ~.~ ¥~ M"~ FoU Lif~ I_P_'''''O~'tion ~""',. I 
.. f ~ :is .5 - - s I---.,~ 'I'rldth r time r.... k". MMS Branching Q = __ --=u:...I-,=::-I-".¥:'--C,;::c::0,+-,-.i:-:~('c'~'.y:..-)~I-C('.'.".)'-f(Cll.ffl.".)C-fProccss (MeV) f-'.".ti.".(.O/."_;f-<'.·c"c'.'_:_ .. Rc'cf.".,.,.".,-
x: -:> J 1 1630 ± lOI} 11.7 ,,-p 3534 (Kt,.....)- 470 55 

(Ktp)- <;; 100 

• 
o 1340 ± 70 9.6 

" o 1275::l:: 25 9.1 

(KTp)- 225 
others 

same, Ch.s.rge + 

others 

""" 

,,-p 2125 K'"Ko 2i9 
K+K- 287 

55 

r= .-p 2287 (p..)' 290 '24' 

-I---f----II--:-I--:=--I--,--:- f--r---::-I-I------:::--:---I-I-i-:-:--x- 1 1200 9.0 rN K(n~) 55 

! 

x: 
K" , 

o 

t 

2 ++ o 1253 ± 20 9.0 

1 1150 ± 50 8.2 
1 

100 ± 50 2070 100 970 33 

2250 an os 
373 55 

':0:---.:-,-:---11 'V" ++ 1 : f:C:::C50C-*-'40:-I-c!c:c:-~---~--.fC:-=-p.P-I--c::::-:o'-f--:.+;'.'-.,~C~C~C· __ I ______ 1.4.8.1.::.'9.1--1-:.:----
evennumber,..'s 

" o " I odd -- 0 1020 '1.3 < 3 >47 K-p 1760 I R?Kl 
odd number r'8 

-----+-------I·-------l-~-r~------
If' 0 990 7.2 ,..-p 1490 "'-r- 100 ill 52 
".' 0 "'-r+ 711 52 
!/t. ++ 0 "'+r+ 100 711 52 

~K~:-----·~·--Ct--·fc,---.--·~-:-,-f~==-±-,:-11--6~.~4--1·-50~*--c,0c-1·--c2~.8c-~--1-07-.--I·----=X~o.------·I--oo--±-,-'--I---,-52--4--34--------
K-r' 40 ± 16 261 

Xt' -1 K-p 1078 K-r+ 25G 34 
'E'r' 257 

Xi + 1 ,..-p 1834. K',..+ 67 252 34 
K+.., 33 261 

., 
o 

p 1 + 

p 

p, 

35,34 1 r-p 1657 K+r 256 
K'r' 257 

o s&.3 ± 10 6.3 I "-P .~1:284:c:..+ __ ':+~'-'---__ I-----I.-606'----1_-3-G---. _ II--I-------l----·I-~ 
o 

o 

o 

181.1±0.8 5.6 <12 >12 pp :!~:.= 0.12±0.03 3i3 

757 ='= 5 .5,( 120 ± 10 1.2 ..-p 1029 

751=6 5.4 110 ± 10 1.3 r."'~ 1029 

,..+..-,,0 
,..+..-H .. +,..-~..-
.or 

< 2 503 
<12 232 
< , 223 

4 503 

,..-.... >91 475 
,..-,...o"JI <3340 

...-,....r'.... ::; 4 205 
...-"'+r-"" < 2 196 

,..-,..+ ~,c+6/-40)1 470 
neutrals G(+40/-6) 

",+,..-,..+,..- < 2 191 
o 60 2.3 r,V 1085...-,..+ 500 

neutrals 
o 720 5.2 20 7 rN 975 ... -.,..+ 440 

neutrals 

37 
53 
53 

38,33,39 
53 
54 
53 
4<l, 33, 36, 39 

53 41 
40 

+ p 0 r""p 1066 r+r" 495 39 

tIt, 2 0 760 5,4 r-p 1310 ...-..- 100 481 
!/t,' 0 1055...-r+ 481 

52 
52 
52 tIt. ++ 0 1590 r+,..+ 100 481 

~K-r-----,-f--Ct---I~~~1C----·~~1--1~7=W~±--C,~01--~.~.2c--1---~~~=--~-~~7--~--,<%----I-----K--,.-------I--------II----96--·~-50~,~wc------
K°al' 97 

Kr + 1 (K,..)+ 92-101 SO,56 '; .: ,or 2 0 645±25 4.5 ....-p 810 l"'-aI' 350 43 o r+,..- 345 4:, 
o r+"" 350 43 

-.---=,-, lox 2 0 625 4.5 <80 >1.7 ----;;----I:---.. c.-...:.. .. ,.--+----I-~2220C'=,-·I-C42,.----
cr + 0 ,..+,..+..- 42 

~---~~~~I~f~I~I-=-I~~----I_c~~~---r~-~~I_~---
!/t. • 2 00r2 0 G05±25 4.3 75 1.9 r-p 1{)25 ,...-,..- 100 326 45,52 
". 0 580 •. 2 733 r-r+ 301 52 
". ++ 0 1235 r+,..+ 100 326 52, 45 

r 
r 
r 

., . , ., 

, 
+ 

• 
++ 

2 

'1'1 • 0 

o 
o 
o 

564 ±9 
54.1 ± 18 

4.0 3.9 <43 >3.2 'fYI 
672 

,..+,..-,.., 
,..+,..-,.. 
'''' 

2j ± 10 
i±2 

289 44 
262 44 
28' 44 

133 4(\ 
2,0 

'" 414 ...,. 
2y 

others 
GS±lO 5-19 

• + I 00 1""*0((3;;-1 ~ 7 >20 I .p ~ 

~ '20±201 '7 170±W 1 2.0 k '30 i .'.- 240 1 47 

o 
o 
o 
o 

-"--'++11 

2 I 0 :~ '------" og 'w-.,-,---.-ro-'· 

li-I u l~ m 1 ;;: I:: ITI-i~·:,·,-,--· 
395 ± 10 2.8 1-:50-:--±--:-2Oc-1--,2~.=8-1-.-.-p-- --.. --,'--11---.-+-._---1----1 11.3 1 47 

;;:: I~: k- .. p 1 ~b I :=;, 1 100 I ;goo I~; 
330 2.4 790 r+"II'+ 100 li2 

317 ± 6 ,--=-2.:-, +--~-:-:'C:-6- >9 ,---;;;-,--"---.-+.----,---i-3-8 -i-'--'---
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Twenty-six states are listed. Seven are "exotic." It is now known that nineteen 

out of these twenty-six resonances do not exist! 

The ace model was described in an eighty page CERN report: 

All SU3 MODEL FOR STRONG INTERACTION SYMMETRY AND ITS BREAKING 

II *) 

G. Zweig **) 

CERN--Geneva 

ABSTRACT 

Both mesons and baryons are constructed from a set of 

three fundamental particles called aces. The aces break up 

into an isospin doublet and singlet. Each ace carries baryon 

number 1/3 and is fractionally charged. SU
3 

(but not the 

Eightfold Way) is adopted as a higher synmetry for the stror~ 

interactions. The breaking of this synmetry is assumed to be 

universal, being due to mass differences among the aces. 

Extensive space-t~e and group theoretic structure is then 

predicted for both mesons and baryons, in agreement with exis

ting exper~ental information. Quantitative speculations are 

presented concerning resonances that have not as yet 

A 

been 

weak definitively classified into representations of SU
3

• 

interaction theory based on right and left handed aces is used 

to predict rates for baryon leptonic decays. An 

experi~ental search for the aces is suggested. 

Version I is CERN preprint 8182/TH.401, Jan. 17, 196d. 

8419/TH.412 

'his work wae supported by the U.S. 
of Scientific Research and the 
of Sciences - National Research 

21 February 1964 

Air Force Office 
National Academy 

Council. 
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Quoting from the CERN report, 

XII. CONCLUSIONS 

The scheme we have outlined has given, in addition to what we 

already know from the Eightfold Way, a rather loose but unified structure 

to the mesons and baryons. In view of the extremely crude manner in 

which we have approached the problem, the results We have obtained seem 

somewhat miraculous. 

A universality principle for the breaking of unitary symmetry by 

the strong interactions has been suggested. From this followed a quali

tati ve understanding of the mesor.. mass spli ttings in tams of the bar:-on 

mass spectrum, e. g., m( 1\);> men) implies that m( <:p) ) m(K*) m(w) ... 

~ m(f)' The proportionately larger mass spl~ttings within the pseudo

scalar meson octet have been explained. Mass formulae relating me~bers 

of different representations have been suggested, e.g., 

(m2(w )-m2( ~) )/2 ~ m2( Cf)+m2
( p )_2m2(K*) 

m2(K*)-m2(p) ~ m2(K)_m2(nr), 

A universality principle for the breaking of unitary s~etry by 

the electromagnetic interactions has also been assuned. This has led to 

the qualitatively correct result that within any barycn charge multiplet, 

the more negative the prrrticle, the heavier the nass. Electromagnetic 

mass splitting formulae relating members of different representationo 

have been suggested, e.g., 

Nature's seeming choice of 1, e, and 10-dimensional representations 

for baryons along with 1 and 8-dimensional representations for the mesons 

has been accounted for without dynamical or "bootstrap" considerations. 

The amount of octet-singlet (w - 'f) mixing has also been predicted with 

algebraic techniques. 
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A pictorial method for determining strong interaction coupling 

constants has been presented. A unique baryon-baryon-pseudcscalar ~eson 

coupling has been suggested (F+D). We have found that cP - ~;r is 

forbidden to the order in which m2 (w) = m2
( ~). The interaction 

responsible for the splitting of the w \ casses has induced the decay 

Cf - ~ 1T with a strength proportional to 

~ 1. 

The quantum numbers available to a meson have been restricted ';0 
those which may be fo~ed from the p,n, 1\ and their antiparticles. The 

odd intrinsic parity of the pion and opposite nucleon parity fit naturally 

into the model. 

The theory has been quantitatively applied to resonances that !,,-ye 

not as yet 

"~(1635) , 

been definitively classified into representations of SU
3• 

K 0(1318), !O(. (775) are particles to be watched for. 

Finally, a theory of the weak interactions has been consid~rad. 

We assume that the weak decays of strongly interacting particles are 

induced by the weak decays of the aces which comprise them. Fram this 

followed : 

i) the conserved· vector current theory: 

11) IAII = 1/2, AS/AQ = +1 for lAS/ = 1 leptonic decays: 

iii) t'\ - - -=o+e-+ '2.J is forbidden buti\..-~ - -=-o+e'-+)) is allowed. 
-"l..'b - " -& 

Numerical results for hyperon F-> - decay have been presented. 

There are, however, many unanswered questions. Are aces par"'ic~,as '< 

If so, what are their interactions? Do aces bind to form only deuces ane 

treys? What is the particle (or particles) that is responsible for 

binding the aces? Why must one work with masses for the baryons and mass 

squares for the mesons? And more generally, why does so simple a modEl 

yield such a good approximation to nature ? 
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Additional results were presented in a series of lectures at the 1964 

"Erice Summer School"lO). There, SU(6) symmetry was proposed for hadron 

classification. 

The intellectual history of the quark model contains an enormous number 

of theoretical ideas and experimental results. There are many contradictions. 

If asked, "In this rich environment of fact and fiction, how could you find 

the quark?", I would reply "By having a basic commitment to reality." Each 

theoretical idea was tested by experiment, and experiments tested each other. 

For example, Matt Roos's 1963 Reviews of Modern Physics compilation of par

ticles and their properties referred to several hundred experimental papers. 

I read essentially all of them, taking care to understand how each measure

ment was made. Then an accurate appraisal of the results of each experiment 

was possible. Rational choices between conflicting experiments usually could 

be made. Training in experimental physics was helpful in this process. 

Many theories had to be judged in the face of insufficient experimental 

information. Theories which lacked predictive power, like Heisenberg's 

nonlinear spinor theory of matter, were discarded, not because they were 

necessarily incorrect, but because they were operationally useless. Theories 

of uncertain truth were compared with theories known to be either correct 

or incorrect. In this way it was possible to say that some theories "just 

didn't look right." Here training in theoretical physics was important. 

In addition to this combination of experimental and theoretical skills, 

I possessed a rather unlikely combination of personality traits that was 

essential to my process of discovery. Near obsession with detail, with 

correctness and success coexisted with a much freer, imaginative and romantic 

nature. 
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Epilogue 

The reaction of the theoretical physics community to the ace model was 

generally not benign. Getting the CERN report published in the form that I 

d d · ff· 1 h I fl· l3, 14) h wante was so 1 1CU t t at ina 1 y gave up try1ng . When t e physics 

department of a leading University was considering an appointment for me, 

their senior theorist, one of the most respected spokesmen for all of theo-

retical physics, blocked the appointment at a faculty meeting by passionately 

arguing that the ace model was the work of a "charlatan." The idea that 

hadrons, citizens of a nuclear democracy, were made of elementary particles 

with fractional quantum numbers did seem a bit rich. This idea, however, 

is apparently correct. 
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